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Abstract

Can student-centred courses utilising experiential learning techniques
automatically lead to students' greater social awareness or are students
locked in to narrow immediate experiences and, in some cases, conditioned
by external course structures outside of their control? This article explores
these issues by means of an examination of recent developments in UK
workers' education.

It argues for a pluralistic provision of experiential and structured courses
to meet union training and educational requirements of workers. Broadly
applied, this argument defends the use of traditional liberal adult
education to support social awareness and social action.

Resume

Est-ce que des equrs centres sur 1'etudiant, ou sont employees des
techniques d'apprentissage experientielles, conduisent automatiquement a
une plus large conscience sociale, ou est-ce que les e'tudiants se trouvent
enfer^nes a I'interieur de leurs experiences personnelles immediates? Et
ne seraient-ils pas, dans certains cas, conditionn6s par des structures
p6dagogiques qui echappent a leur controle? Nous analysons ici ces
dilemmes a la lumiere des deVeloppements re*cents en etudes ouvrieres au
Royaume-Uni.

1 Manuscript received February 1991, revised manuscript received October 1991.
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Notre argument favorise, pour satisfaire aux exigences p6dagogiques, un
mode pluraliste de cours, a la fois exp&ientiel et structure. Sur un plan
plus global, il favorise une pratique d'&lucation permanente traditionnelle
et liberale pour promouvoir la conscience et Faction sociales.

Student-centred courses with a student-determined content are often
considered, following Freire, as the way to increased social awareness and
social action.1 Democratic participation in the classroom is held to lead to
participatory democracy in society at large. But is this true in complex
western society; will broader social awareness grow in an unstructured way
from experiential learning? What happens if the course framework is
determined institutionally and is state influenced, outside of student
control; can student-centredness in the classroom overcome external
control? Whatever the situation, can the student-centred curriculum act
as a partition preventing students moving beyond basic education and
training towards broader educational insights and greater social
awareness?

These are complex issues which impact on adult, community and workers'
education wherever it is practised. This article will explore these themes
via an examination of UK provision of industrial studies for trade
unionists. We shall look at what kind of educational support is available
to workplace trade union representatives, in particular concentrating on
the issues and arguments surrounding the Trades Union Congress (TUG)
scheme of courses and will attempt to discover whether or not it meets the
educational needs of these representatives and their organizations in the
1990s. This will lead into a debate around the organization and control,
education and training, and the methods and content of TUG and other
union courses before drawing some conclusions and comparisons with
Canadian provision.

"Tool" or "awareness" courses?

Debates about the structure, content, objectives and impact of the TUG
courses broke out after 1979 when a change in government coincided with
a change in approach by the TUC Education Department. A number of
worker educators, particularly within the Society of Industrial Tutors,
whilst recognising the importance of the more technical aspects of skills
training for working class organization and for the importance of issues of
immediate and practical relevance to workers, also argued for a wider
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curriculum.2 They felt that workers' education should address some of the
broader issues raised in previous debates about the purpose of workers'
education and that the prevailing political conditions warranted a rethink
of TUC education beyond the focus on workplace problems or 'tool" courses
(the phrase is used in Canada to describe training courses for negotiators
and representatives in union locals; in the UK context it can be applied to
TUC shop steward and safety representative training courses). This is not
to deny the need for skills-based or worker-centred education but to argue
for a recognition that if this was all that was on offer it would be a limited
education not directly encompassing a broader framework of social
understanding. Obviously, there was much valuable work being
undertaken and, within limitations, regardless of the formal content of the
TUC programmes, the classroom provided opportunities for a variety of
educational initiatives. However, it would be wrong to argue that all trade
union education is necessarily achieving its objectives. Each segment of
educational provision needs to be considered alongside other segments to
see if the whole of what is being provided is actually matching the overall
needs and requirements of the workers involved.

A number of tutors involved in the TUC scheme saw the changes, outlined
below, as a further retreat by the TUC into skills and workplace based
courses and away from a graded scheme beginning in the workplace and
focused on skills development, but leading into more sustained study of the
legal, political and economic context of trade unionism. Few examples exist
of TUC Education Department staff engaging in extensive defence of these
developments—indeed, many chose administrative means deliberately to
close down debate about these changes.3 But a model and defence of the
TUC scheme has been presented in an unpublished Ph.D. dissertation by
Glynn Powell.4

Although the TUC scheme is not the only industrial studies programme
arranged for trade union students, it is the most extensive, and the TUC
Education Department Reports and Powell's thesis concentrate on these
ten/twelve day (and shorter) release courses. Firstly, Powell argues that
TUC courses are independently organized by the trade union movement,
and that in spite of being located with various educational providers the
TUC has largely succeeded in establishing them as union courses
addressing industrial relations issues from a trade union viewpoint.

Secondly, there is, the TUC would claim, no meaningful distinction
between education and training and therefore the TUC skills-based scheme
is simply regarded as an educational programme. This contention is
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supported by two further assertions, firstly, that the distinction between
training and education is an academic debate of little value to a body such
as the TUC and secondly, that in practice, the TUC courses are
educational.5

Thirdly, Powell argues, the TUC model, including the delivery through
educational providers, led the TUC Education Department on to organize
a team of "TUC-briefed" tutors employed by these providers, and to prepare
packs of TUC core material for use on TUC courses run by these tutors.
This was deemed necessary to ensure a concentration on an independent
"union" curriculum. This was needed, as it had already been well argued,
in face of opposition to union courses from the more "incorporatist"
(workers and employers should have the same goals) and "managerialist"
(workers should support management in solving company problems)
models of industrial education prevalent in many local colleges.

Fourthly, having established this base, in 1979 the TUC was ready for the
next stage. This was to be away from the "follow-on course" model
previously established, towards two-stage basic courses and a further
extension of student-centred methods.6 TUC courses were to be seen
primarily as meetings of workers, with educationalists as facilitators, with
the tutor as a member of the course, and with the classroom as a kind of
campaign room-cum-workshop. This would mean the tutor would not have
a "separate desk" and would not be seen as a "fountain of knowledge".
More importantly, the course would set its own agenda and there would be
no specific course content.7

This model, it was argued, would allow for real organizational problems
and issues to be addressed and for industrial and political conclusions to
be made from shared student experience and shared activity on the course.
Workers would thus determine for themselves the social, political and
economic solutions to problems collectively and democratically. This would
counter passivity and the cult of leadership, so prevalent in labour
movement organizations. Thus the model comes full circle to be a model
of independent worker organization and independent worker
education—-judged by Powell to be the most suitable to support workplace
trade unionism.8

Unfortunately, the Powell thesis is flawed by selective use and quotation
of TUC documents both leading up to the establishment of the TUC
scheme in 1964 and after. The origins of the scheme were at best
contradictory with limited aims and a cramping, top-down structure for
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delivery.9 Therefore, it is necessary to strengthen the model presented. In
1964 the TUG did reject arguments for a more open educational
programme, based on greater regional autonomy and under closer lay
scrutiny—via, for example, a national education conference. But
nonetheless it can be argued that the 1964 scheme and subsequent
developments did provide scope for TUG radicals. Some of those employed
in the Education Department were able to fashion a scheme not only
largely independent of employer influence but supportive of independent
worker organization. This can be supported by the fact that some of the
organizers for the National Council of Labour Colleges (NCLC) were
employed as the new Regional Education Officers (REO's) and by
recognising that those attracted to work in the TUG Educational
Department were likely to include those who felt education and activity
were linked.

Those supporting this TUG model would claim that it does deal with a
number of key threats to an independent workers' education, one of which
would be a managerialist perspective which would undermine independent
separate trade union education. It would also be seen as dealing with the
threat of a neutral, independent, professional expertise which could, it is
argued by Powell, undermine workers' confidence by highlighting the
importance of knowledge and also present issues in a "neutral" fashion but
which actually can reflect the dominant ideology of the time.10 Using this
line of argument it can also be seen that the defence of academic freedom
can also be seen as a threat to the development of worker controlled
education, assuming worker control can be equated with TUG control. The
supporters of this view would also claim that there is not a body of
knowledge "out there" which is useful and desirable for trade unionists to
study.11 Traditional areas of knowledge and traditional methods of delivery
of that knowledge are assumed to be a threat to the development of
independent worker education and activity.

In order to look at some of these issues and arguments, particularly as they
apply to the TUG scheme, I will consider a number of headings:
organization, scope and content, and learning methods.

Organization

Outside individual trade union provision, the majority of courses targeted
at workplace representatives have been organized through the TUG
scheme. This scheme, still backed by a statutory right to paid release for
training although for limited industrial relations purposes, is centrally
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determined both in terms of the range of courses available and course
curriculum. It is essentially organized through a regional educational
structure including an advisory body largely under the control of the TUC
Regional Education Officer. The provision of courses is via the local
colleges, polytechnics, Workers' Educational Association (WEA) or
university departments involved in the scheme.^ The overwhehning
majority of the courses are provided in local education authority colleges,
a number of which have been designated Trade Union Studies Centres (the
TUG insists on at least two "full-time TUC-briefed tutors" and on
designated rooms and resources, and in return the college is treated as the
local centre with priority for running whatever courses are available). The
TUC attempts to influence the teaching of courses by insisting on "one
tutor per course", and by encouraging local authority college to develop
"full-time TUC tutor" facilities within their college. It is understandable
that the TUC should use publicly provided education; indeed, since it is the
mass of working people who pay for these facilities the TUC has a right to
claim some of these resources. But it remains the case that by financing
its courses from a State grant—with conditions attached—and by providing
the courses through local education authorities, some of which may not be
sympathetic, it is jeopardising the independence of its education.13

Further it could be argued that employers and the State, particularly from
1963, have deliberately intervened via the TUC to use education to weaken
the independence of shop steward organization. It also raises the question
of how this provision can be regarded as independent in the old NCLC (or
Powell) sense when it is mounted as part of State provision and financed
uniquely by a direct State subsidy. Further evidence is provided by the
TUC Education Committee's withdrawal, in the summer of 199.1, of the
new TUC "Working Women" booklet. A few passages offended the
government and the TUC meekly complied with the government's
insistence that it could not be used on government funded training courses.

The TUC and many providers appeared happy to accept the limiting
nature of the release with its focus on courses directly relevant to the shop
stewards' role in the bargaining structure and were prepared to justify this
concentration in terms of directly meeting workers' felt needs. However,
it is clear that, if anything, the Conservative government will seek to limit
further unions' role in society and shop steward and workers' rights at
work The 1989 Employment Act included even more restrictions upon
time off for workplace representatives—limiting it to the issues for which
recognition has been granted.
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Organizationally there are few links between the different sectors of trade
union education. Few educational relationships exist between the TUG
and the work of residential colleges for example. There is much
duplication of the work between the TUG and its affiliates, particularly
over introductory courses. Educators involved in the TUG scheme have no
formal means of discussing with the TUG the shape and format of its
education. Inevitably, in this situation the TUG is able to play off one
educational body against another, which leads to insecurity within the
providing organizations. The TUG Regional Committee—which might be
seen as accountable to local trade unionists and local trades councils
(labour councils)—has no decision-making role within TUG education. The
TUG Regional Education Advisory Committee (REAC)—a less
representative and accountable body than the TUC Regional
Committee—may have some influence on regional developments but cannot
determine the policy of the Regional Education Officer who is directly
answerable to Congress House. The TUC has, of course, argued that it is
answerable to its constituent unions but in reality there is very little
critical and open discussion within the TUC education committee of the
provision of the TUC nor indeed of what its relationship with the providers
and individual unions should be. The Education Report is received at
Annual Congress without controversy. All this should be contrasted with
the original proposals for a unified education scheme put forward in 1925
and endorsed right up to 1963 by successive TUC Congresses for local
committees and annual education conferences.14

Scope and content

Industrial studies for trade unionists is, in today's climate, essentially
limited to trade union representatives—shop stewards, staff
representatives, health and safety representatives and branch officers.
There have been a number of attempts to develop membership education
and attempts to target specific groups of workers who may or may not be
representatives—for example, women members or black workers. The
TUC has provided a number of limited campaign workshops addressing
political and economic questions, but the large bulk of its provision derives
directly from its restricted conception of the role of the union representative
(discussed more fully below). The potential role that shop stewards could
play as representatives on higher union bodies or inter-union bodies and
delegates to political organizations is largely ignored in favour of the
workplace representative role with a concentration on limited negotiation
and bargaining. Whilst many engaged in the TUC scheme would argue
that they do introduce historical, political, and economic perspectives
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within their work, it really is stretching the point to argue that the current
focus on workplace problem-solving automatically leads to a serious
consideration of broader conceptions. A focus on these other issues would
require some serious and sustained study of the kind undertaken in the
university extramural and adult residential college courses.

From case studies of the experience of trade unionists at work, it is clear
that trade union education does need to address issues of organization and
bargaining in the workplace. But it is also clear that if such issues are to
be successfully contested, in the end those workplace organizations need to
link up both horizontally and vertically, externally and within their own
union to address broader economic and political issues. Therefore, leaving
aside the compeUing argument for a liberal educational approach, trade
union education needs to deal with the immediate needs of workers and
also with the broader political and economic context within which workers
are operating. To argue that trade union education is only giving workers
what they want is to accept the very limiting nature of what has been
identified as being a weakness within British trade unionism—its limiting
focus of a union consciousness within the workplace.

Most British workers' education, therefore, reflects the majority politics of
the British Labour Party and trade union movement. It does not set out
to challenge the hegemony of capitalist society to replace it by an
alternative socialist hegemony. This is not surprising: but it could perhaps
be expected to endorse a liberal adult education approach which would
offer diverse solutions and a broader analytical context to political and
economic problems. Of course, the dynamic interaction of students and
tutors in the classroom can lead to a wider content than that embodied in
the formal curriculum, but the TUG has tended to police provision to
ensure that tutors and courses stick to the established TUG programme.15

The position has been commented on by Frank Cosgrove, the education
officer of Britain's largest union, the Transport and General Workers
(TGWU):

Subject matter has tended to be limited to what can be
called the non-political or non-controversial aspects of trade
unionism. By far the greatest amount of TUG and
individual trade union courses concern themselves with
what is essential training. Although the principles of trade
unionism and their wider questions of trade unionism are
more often than not included in such courses, this is a
secondary aspect, often slipped in by the tutor.16
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Learning methods

The TUC model dismisses the idea that there may be a tradition of liberal
adult educational approaches for dealing with the problem of the interface
of experience and knowledge and simply passes over the discussion in
liberal adult education of how this can be achieved. It therefore also tends
to be exclusive in the sense that it does not acknowledge that there could
be a variety of methods and approaches that could achieve both workplace
problem-solving in parts of the curriculum with explorations of knowledge
in other areas. The Freirian concept argued in 'Pedagogy of the
Oppressed",17 for an education based on experience as a way of liberating
people educationally and politically, is asserted at the expense of any other
alternatives, which are all seen as contributing to oppression. One
example of an alternative would be to explore the parameters of a
particular problem and, having done that, perhaps in a more traditional
pedagogical manner, to then stop a tutor-led delivery and break into groups
to explore the implications of the argument and maybe also to look at steps
to be taken to deal with it.18 The present TUC programme also locks
students into a perpetual round of basic workplace problem-solving courses,
not opening out into sustained study of areas of knowledge which could
deepen insights and extend understandings.19

The proponents of the TUC/Powell model argue against the usefulness of
expertise and/or having experts brought in to courses to discuss their
interpretation of events or of an area of knowledge. This is held not to be
'learning" but passively and disarmingly confronting students with "their
betters".20 It is not acknowledged that it could be useful especially to have
(in some cases openly hostile) views to test against those of the students.
The idea that nothing can be learned and acted on in these situations is
constantly contradicted by experience, An interesting example was
recently provided by Alan Grant, the TUC National Education Director.
He was discussing a seminar organized for full-time officers on changes at
work, particularly of management approaches to organizational problems.
One railway official came up to him afterwards and said, "I have just
realised we have not really been addressing any of these questions., .we are
not prepared at all for the shift to local bargaining etc."21 What this
anecdote illustrated—apart from Alan Grant's point about how officials can
sometimes be out of touch—was that unless insights, understandings and
opinion outside people's direct experience are brought into the classroom
then the students are missing areas of useful knowledge which may help
them look again at their experience and force them to re-evaluate.
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At this point it might be useful to summarize my conclusions in relation to
the "TUC/Powell model". A questioning of the arguments that the TUG
courses do in fact provide independent workers' education, which was
overlooked in Powell's thesis, has been provided in a detailed article by
John McHroy.22 In his closely argued account of post-war TUG provision
McDroy points out that although TUG courses are held to be accountable
to the TUG at Congress House, the use of the State grant and the legal
limitation to release and use of local authority educational facilities have
all ensured that the TUG scheme operates within these constraints. The
range and scope of the courses has had to be compatible with these legal,
financial and organizational limitations. Whilst the courses may well be
correctly regarded as trade union courses addressing collective bargaining
issues primarily from a trade union viewpoint, very rarely do they broaden
out consciously to explore the social and economic contexts within which
trade unions exist and operate.23

Secondly, he establishes that the TUG quite openly and deliberately set out
to provide a training focus for its courses. The TUG is shown to have been
under no illusion about the distinction between education and
training—and the TUG consciously chose training and not education. The
objective was clearly to provide a skills-based training focus for TUG
courses, intended to provide better lay trade union functionaries and more
effective and responsible workplace bargaining.

Thirdly, although it was understandable that the TUG should wish to
create a team of "TUC-briefed" tutors and a pack of core TUG material in
order to counter the managerialist perspectives of many of the educational
providers it must be recognised that these measures also provided the TUG
with control. The insistence that only "briefed tutors" could teach the
courses, and the provision of well produced core material, helped to ensure
a greater influence over what was happening in the classroom. The TUG,
by concentrating provision in local colleges, also attempted to ensure a
technical skills approach to training rather than the more open critical
perspectives that may have been found in University extra-mural
departments or the Workers Educational Association.24

Fourthly, McHroy has documented how in 1979 the TUG deliberately chose
to move away from the introductory course/follow-on course model towards
a two-stage introductory course with a focus only on workplace issues. The
TUG had a choice: it could have tried to establish a broader curriculum for
second stage courses but in pursuing a workplace, problem-solving,
approach it avoided both a conflict with government over the uses of State
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grant, and avoided a debate within the TUC General Council over any
conflict between TUC education provision and "new realist" perspectives of
the Council. The shift to seeing courses primarily as meetings of workers,
and educators as primarily facilitators^ provided a useful cover, a veneer1 of
workers' choice, which avoided having to use the TUC education service
directly to confront the political and economic issues raised by Thatcherism.

In conclusion, then, rather than seeing TUC education—as Powell does—as
primarily concerned with actively supporting workplace representatives
and workplace democracy aimed at simply increasing activity amongst the
membership, McDroy recognises that the TUC programme could be
characterised as consciously limiting those stewards to workplace
perspectives and collective bargaining procedures. He comments:

...[the TUC] has, as we have shown, evolved its own hard
educational philosophy arid organization. Unable or
unwilling to employ its own tutorial staff, faced with a
situation where it felt unable or unwilling to develop
sufficient resources and mobilise public opinion to establish
schools of trade union studies, yet lacking faith in the
orientations and philosophy of the education institutions in
which it has lodged courses, it embarked on a process of
neo-colonialisation attempting to turn areas of those
institutions to its own ends.25

Another problem with the TUC/Powell approach is that there have been
no serious attempts to research the impact of trade union education. If, as
Powell insists, the value of these courses is that they support democratic
activity in workers' organizations then the test of how useful the education
is, is empirical not theoretical. His own study did not evaluate critically his
own experience nor did it include any survey of his own or look seriously
at what surveys had been done. Admittedly, surveys of the impact of
education are bound to be problematic with many undertaken as
evaluative exercises by tutors involved. They can be self-fulfilling to a
large extent. Those who have tried to draw conclusions from survey
material have not always taken account of the more contradictory evidence
that is available.26 But there is survey material available from which some
tentative judgement can be made and this evidence casts doubt on TUC
claims for the efficacy of their model above all others. This survey material
points to the need for a layered provision to be made available for trade
union students, beginning with trade unionists' experience, but also going
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beyond the workplace to directly address the political, legal, economic and
social context of trade unionism.27

Comparison with Canadian Provision

There are a number of significant differences between the provision offered
by the TUG and that offered by the Canadian Labour Congress (CLC)
reflecting the different political and organizational context of Canadian
union education. The grant received by the CLC from the Federal
government is for the promotion of labour education. The assumption that
it will result in "improved" labour relations is much the same as the origins
of the UK grant but it has not been restricted to 'labour relations"
purposes, that is relations with the employer, but has also been used to
fund courses aimed at improving union organization per se. The grant can
also be used to support labour history or social and political change
courses, in which a variety of perspectives are addressed. In many cases
it is the provincial federations of labour which promote the courses and
then seek CLC support, a structure which reflects the political geography
of Canada and provides opportunities for worker educators to build trust
provincially. In the past there have been some disagreements between
worker educators and the Canadian labour movement, for example, in the
1970's in Nova Scotia, particularly over the programmes at the Atlantic
Region Labour Education College, but these have left few scars and are
minor by comparison with disagreements in the UK.28

The CLC has to account for the monies spent and bid for new money; it
could face political interference and strings could be attached. To date
there have been few examples of state interference, and the grant given is
more akin to the situation in Sweden (no strings attached) than the UK,
although the Canadian labour movement should not become complacent.
There are some at the CLC who see the TUC programme as a model and
would like to see a shift of resources to more workplace, problem-based,
courses and a break with broader "awareness" courses. However, the
continuation of the CLC's own educationally demanding eight week
residential Labour College ensures that will not happen easily.
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